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 Volume XVI APRIL 1957 Number 2

 A POEM IN THE NEO-ARAMAIC DIALECT OF URMIA

 L. YAURE

 NEO-ARAMAIC DIALECTS AND
 LITERATURE

 OF THE three Eastern neo-Aramaic
 dialects, still spoken as living lan-
 guages, neither the Turani dialect

 of the Tur Abdin in Eastern Turkey nor

 the Fellil.i dialect spoken in the plains of
 Mosul in Northern Iraq have produced
 very much in writing, except a few stray
 pieces and some texts especially written
 down for or by western scholars.' It was
 only the third of the neo-Aramaic dialects,
 the one spoken in the districts around the
 city of Urmia in northwestern Persia,
 which has produced in the half century
 preceding World War I a considerable
 amount of literature and, for a brief
 period, achieved even a veritable literary
 revival.

 Indeed, thanks to the generous financial
 support received from the various western

 missionary organizations working among
 these Persian Christians around Urmia,
 a large mass of literature in neo-Aramaic
 -of course mostly of a religious and edu-
 cational character-was published and
 widely distributed, not only in Urmia but
 also among the many Christians living in
 the neighboring Kurdish mountains on
 Persian as well as also on the adjoining
 Turkish territory. These latter, as far as
 they were able to read, could with some
 ease read and understand this literature

 printed in the Urmia dialect since they
 spoke the same language with only minor
 lexical and grammatical variations. Thus
 the Urmia dialect had gradually become
 quite a literary language possessing a rela-
 tively extensive literature. The literary
 level of this language had risen to such a
 degree that even several periodical news-
 papers were being published in neo-
 Aramaic by the competing missionary
 groups in Urmia.2

 1 See especially the following text editions: M.
 Lidzbarsldki, Neu-Aramaiische Handschriften aus der
 kiniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin (2 vols.; Weimar,
 1896), containing extensive texts in the dialects of the
 Tur Abdin (the so-called Turani), of Mosul (the
 so-called Felliih) and of Tiari, with translation in
 German and a very valuable glossary. E. Sachau,
 Uber die Poesie in der Volkssprache der Nestorianer,
 ("Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Ak. der Wissen-
 schaften, philos.-hist. Klasse 1896"), pp. 179-215,
 containing Felli~i texts. For a large variety of Turani
 texts see: Prym and Socin, Der Neu-Aram. Dialekt des
 Tur Abdin" (2 vols.; Gottingen, 1881).

 2 It might be of some interest to note the following
 neo-Syriac newspapers which were published monthly
 or semimonthly in Urmia: The American Presby-
 terian press published the Zahri'ri d'bdhra ("The
 Rays of Light"); the French Lazarists published the
 Qa'la di 9rd'ra ("The Voice of Truth"); the Russian
 orthodox mission published the Urmi ortodoksaita
 ("Orthodox Urmia"). An independent national group
 published the semimonthly Kol~a ("The Star").
 And later on, during and for some time after World
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 But of all this voluminous neo-Aramaic

 literature printed in Urmia hardly any
 specimen ever came into the hands of
 western scholars nor, with only rare excep-
 tions, ever reached any European or
 American library. Even in the Orient it-
 self all this mass of neo-Aramaic litera-

 ture, which for years had so copiously
 emanated from the mission presses, has
 almost entirely disappeared as a result of
 the depredations of World War I when the
 flames of war furiously swept over those
 lands also and mercilessly engulfed the
 Christian populations there. The loss of
 this whole literature and its almost total

 absence from western libraries is the more

 regrettable since this particular Aramaic
 language finds itself today in an acceler-
 ated process of disintegration and soon
 will become another dead Aramaic lan-

 guage.

 THE DISPERSION OF THIS ARAMAIC-
 SPEAKING PEOPLES3

 The Christians living in Urmia to-
 gether with their fellow-Christians of
 Kurdistan on Turkish territory became
 right from the beginning of World War I
 deeply involved in it on the side of the
 Allies as "'our smallest ally," but were
 soon and inevitably overwhelmed by the
 joined forces of the Turks and Kurds and
 were brought to the brink of total annihi-
 lation, from which they only escaped by
 a general flight $ la "sauve qui peut."
 Their pitiful remnants, separated from
 one another, decimated, and homeless,
 found finally after the war places of
 refuge in various regions of the Near East.

 Thus driven from their homes and dis-

 persed over different countries they may
 be able for a short time to preserve their
 ethnic identity and their native Aramaic
 speech, both of which, however, they cer-
 tainly will gradually lose through the
 natural process of assimilation to the cus-
 toms and language of the people among
 whom they live.

 The following are the principal places
 where larger groups of these dispersed
 Aramaic-speaking Christians from Urmia
 and the Kurdish mountains are to be

 found today:
 1) One large group was soon after the

 war permitted to return to their former
 homes in Urmia where they continue to
 live today under the benevolent protec-
 tion of the Iranian government.

 2) Large splinter groups have found
 employment in many of the larger cities
 of the Near East, like Teheran, Hamadan,
 Bagdad, Beirut, etc.

 3) A large number of the Kurdistan
 Nestorians were finally permitted to
 settle down in scattered groups in and
 near Mosul in Iraq.

 War I, when all the above mentioned newssheets
 had ceased to appear, there was published in New
 York a neo-Syriac monthly paper called Izgddda
 ("The Messenger"), which had its circulation mainly
 in the United States among the many immigrants
 from Urmia and Kurdistan. It must be added, how-
 ever, that the circulation of all these papers and of
 others which appeared here and there from time to
 time was always a very limited one.

 s This is not the place to report about the recent
 extremely tragic fate of these oriental Christians who
 in news dispatches and in various publications during
 and after World War I were also called by the romantic
 sounding name "Assyrians." This term, by the way, al-
 though historically, ethnically, and linguistically it is
 a total fallacy, may geographically and also ecclesias-
 tically have some semblance of justification inasmuch
 as the ancestors of this people came originally, as
 will be shown later in this paper, from the districts
 around old Nineveh, the later Mosul, which districts
 were called in old traditional Nestorian ecclesiastical
 terminology "Athur" (Assyria) and the inhabitants
 "bne Athur," i.e. Assyrians.

 There appeared during and after World War I
 about these so-called Assyrians an extensive literature
 which was to a large extent gross war propaganda
 mixed with a good dose of pious fiction, with here and
 there interspersed some factual historical reporting.
 To this last category of factual historical reporting
 belongs a detailed and very informative article by the
 German church historian R. Strothmann entitled
 "Heutiges Orient-Christentum und das Schicksal der

 Assyrer," in Zeitschrift fir Kirchengeschichte (1936),
 pp. 16-82. Cf. among others also W. A. Wigram, The
 Assyrians and Their Neighbours (London, 1929).
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 4) Another group of these mountain
 Nestorians left the Iraqi territory and
 found a new home in eastern Syria near
 the river Khabur, a left tributary of the
 Euphrates. Curiously enough, this is ex-
 actly the same territory which more than
 three thousand years earlier had been in-
 vaded for the first time by some of the
 Aramaic tribes, the Akhlamu, who in
 succeeding centuries dared to fight against
 the Assyrian empire, were overcome and
 subjugated, but bequeathed their Aramaic
 language to later generations until finally
 one offshoot of it came down to these
 Nestorian tribes.

 5) An estimated number of seven or
 eight thousand of these Urmia and Kurdi-
 stan Christians have emigrated to the
 United States and are living today in more
 or less compact groups in various American
 cities, especially in Chicago, Philadelphia,
 Yonkers, New York, New Britain, Con-
 necticut, and in Turlock, California,
 where, indeed, the residence of Mar
 Shimun, the Patriarch of the Nestorians,
 is located. It goes without saying that all
 these so-called "Assyrians" in America,
 are today being rapidly assimilated into
 American life and are giving up their
 Aramaic speech and adopting English in
 its place. But this applies similarly also
 to the other groups dispersed over the
 Near East. They also must through sheer
 force of circumstances gradually abandon
 their own language and adopt in its place
 the languages of the lands where they live,
 i.e. Arabic or Persian or Turkish.

 LINGUISTIC STUDIES IN THE NEO-
 ARAMAIC DIALECTS

 For detailed information concerning
 the studies of the neo-Aramaic dialects
 reference must be made to F. Rosenthal's

 excellent book Die aramaistische Forschung
 seit Th. N6ldeklces Ver5ffentlichungen (Lei-
 den, 1939), where on pages 253-69 he dis-

 cusses in detail text publications and
 linguistic studies of "Das Neu-Ostara-
 m~iische" since Noeldeke's time. The

 principal text material in the Urmia
 dialect, with which latter we are here
 mainly concerned, is the version of the
 Old and New Testament in that language.
 This text, happily yet available from the
 American Bible Society in New York, is
 in general a true grammatical and lexical
 representation of the Urmia dialect as
 spoken today, although as a translation
 its language is a great deal forced and
 artificial.4

 Theodor Noeldeke's Grammatik der
 Neusyrischen Sprache (Leipzig, 1868),
 one of the great monuments erected by
 the great master, retains even today its
 value as a masterful analysis of the gram-
 matical and syntactical structure of that
 then so little-known language, although in
 the light of our present knowledge it must
 be said that Noeldeke's Grammatik would

 need today in many details to be revised
 and corrected.

 A generation after Noeldeke's work ap-
 peared Maclean's Grammar,6 which was a
 long step forward in that it included in its

 treatment not only the many etymo-
 logically revealing dialectical variations of
 the language as spoken in Kurdistan but
 also the Aramaic dialect as spoken around
 Mosul, which latter is ultimately the
 source from which the Urmia and the

 Kurdistan dialects have branched off (see
 below, p. 77).

 ' Mention may here also be made of the following
 text material in the dialect of Urmia available in some
 of the larger libraries: A. Merx, Neusyrisches Lesebuch
 (Tiibingen, 1873). Two short texts in G. Bergstres-
 ser's Einfiihrung in die semitischen Sprachen
 (Miinchen, 1928), pp. 89-93. As already stated above
 in n. 1, a number of texts in the Tiari dialect, which is
 closely related to the Urmia dialect, are given in
 M. Lidzbarski's Neuaram. Handschriften der ktnig-
 lichen Bibliothek zu Berlin (Weimar, 1896).

 6 A. J. Maclean, Grammar of the Dialects of Ver-
 nacular Syriac, etc. (Cambridge, 1895).
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 MIaclean has also given us an exhaus-
 tive neo-Aramaic dictionary,6 which for
 a long time to come will remain "the only
 and not easily to be improved upon
 medium for our knowledge of the lexical
 components of the neo-Aramaic dia-
 lects."7

 OUR POEM A SUGITA

 The poem published below I have
 copied in unaltered form, except for a few
 minor corrections, from the November 24,
 1909 issue of the semimonthly Syriac
 newssheet Koklcba, which was published in
 Urmia from 1906 until 1914.8 The Kocba

 prints the poem without giving the name
 of its author, presumably because he must
 have been unknown to the publishers. But
 at the time of its publication the poem
 must have been a recent composition and
 is certainly of native origin and possesses
 in its Syriac form quite some beauty and
 charm. But besides its artistic appeal the
 poem is also of special interest from a
 literary and linguistic point of view.

 Those acquainted with the various
 types of Old Syriac poetry will be sur-
 prised to discover in our poem an old
 friend, well known from the classical
 period of Syriac literature, but whom we
 would hardly expect to meet now at such
 a late date and above all in neo-Syriac
 garb. Nevertheless we have here before
 us a true and genuine Sugita which, al-
 though grown so late on one of the last
 decaying branches of the Aramaic lan-
 guage, yet favorably compares with the
 best of this type ever produced by the
 classical Syriac poetry.

 It is specifically in the Sugita where the
 Old Syriac poetry had in many instances
 attained real artistic beauty and charm, in
 which qualities the voluminous versified
 writings of the Syrians are otherwise so
 annoyingly deficient. Anton Baumstark
 sympathetically appraises the Sugita
 thus: "Diese liebenswihrdigste Erhchein-
 ung altsyrischer Kirchendichtung."'9

 The characteristic features of the

 classical Sugita, as used by Ephraem
 Syrus, Narses, and many other Syriac
 poets in succeeding centuries down to the

 Middle Ages and even later, are:10 1) One
 or several initial stanzas provide the
 setting for the poem. 2) Then follows the
 main body of the poem as the unfolding
 of a dramatic action, mostly in the form
 of a dialogue between two or more actors,
 without the poet himself ever interfering
 with the dramatic progress of the poem.
 3) The Sugita usually employs an acrostic
 arrangement, a feature which, however, is
 omitted in many cases. Our present poem,
 a last literary survival of the classical
 Sugita, only that here it is clothed in a
 modern neo-Aramaic garb, preserves the
 two essential Sugita features: the intro-
 ductory stanza and the dialogue between
 the actors. The acrostic arrangement,
 however, is omitted, for which omission
 we have as a compensation the rhyme in
 each individual stanza.

 THE LINGUISTIC DERIVATION OF

 THE URMIA DIALECT

 Our poem, linguistically a true and
 typical specimen of the neo-Aramaic dia-
 lect as it is spoken today in Urmia, clearly
 shows the fact which has been stressed in
 Noeldeke's Grammatik as well as Mac-

 s A Dictionary of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac
 (Oxford, 1901).

 7 The quotation is from Fr. Rosenthal, Aramaisti-
 ache Forschung, p. 269.

 a See n. 2 below. I was fortunate to find at the
 home of a family from Urmia, now residing in Phila-
 delphia, Pa., a complete collection of the Kokba, con-
 taining every single issue of this paper.

 9 Anton Baumstark, Geschichte der Syrischen
 Literatur, p. 40.

 0to Ibid., pp. 39 f. See there especially the margina
 notes, where Baumstark lists manuscript material
 and bibliography on Sugita.
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 lean's Grammar: namely that, while the
 grammar and diction of this dialect are
 pure Aramaic, its vocabulary has a very
 large admixture of words of Turkish,
 Kurdish, Persian, Arabic, and even some
 of Greek, origin." A large variety of
 such foreign words occurs also in the
 present poem.

 Now, in regard to the Turkish loan-
 words it is evident that they have entered
 into this dialect only in recent centuries,
 since it was rather in a late period of his-
 tory that the Afshars and other Turkish
 tribes had occupied the northern parts of
 Persia where the so-called Azerbeijan
 Turkish dialect which they spoke became
 the dominant language of those regions.
 Thus it was a natural process which has
 continued to the present day that an ever
 increasing number of Turkish words
 entered into the Aramaic speech of the
 Christians inhabiting the districts around
 Urmia.

 But, aside from Turkish, how are we to
 explain the many other foreign, entirely
 naturalized words in this Aramaic dialect?
 From the fact that neither Arabic nor

 Kurdish nor Greek has ever been spoken
 in the Urmia region it becomes perfectly
 clear that the elements borrowed from

 these languages cannot have entered this
 Aramaic dialect at any time when it was
 spoken at Urmia, but must have been
 adopted at a time and at a place when the
 speakers of the Aramaic language were in
 immediate and direct contact with people
 speaking Arabic and Kurdish and at the
 same time were also influenced by Greek
 language and tradition. In other words,
 the Aramaic-speaking people of Urmia
 must at some time in their past history
 have come to this Persian territory from
 another locale where they had lived

 among people speaking Arabic, Kurdish,
 and also Persian and from whom they
 borrowed these foreign words which they
 brought with them when they entered
 Persian territory. This poses the pertinent
 question: whence did they come? Which
 is the place of origin of this Aramaic-
 speaking people of Urmia and what is the
 linguistic derivation of their Aramaic
 dialect?

 This not being the place to enter into a
 detailed discussion of this hitherto un-

 solved linguistic and ethnic problem, it
 must suffice here to indicate briefly the
 result of some investigations which I have
 undertaken in regard to it. There is in-
 deed abundant and conclusive historical,
 linguistic, ecclesiastical, and traditional
 evidence all of which points in one direc-
 tion only: that the original home of this
 people can have been no other than the

 NMesopotamian plain, particularly the dis-
 tricts around Mosul, i.e. the territory of
 old Assyria, where their Aramaic-speak-
 ing ancestors must have lived since pre-
 Christian times and where even until

 today there remain large segments of
 Aramaic-speaking people. Later on, when
 they became Christianized, possibly al-
 ready during the second century A.D.,
 they formed in the Parthian and Sassan-
 ian times one of the largest and most
 important sections of the great Eastern
 Church in the Persian empire. It was dur-
 ing this long period of Iranian supremacy
 and cultural influence in the East when

 also contemporaneously with it the Greek
 cultural and ecclesiastical influence from

 the West penetrated everywhere deeply
 into the Syriac Christianity and language,
 that Persian as well as also Greek elements

 entered into the Aramaic language spoken
 in Mesopotamia. Many of those same Per-
 sian and Greek words adopted at that time
 survive to the present day in the Urmia

 n1 Cf. in Noeldeke, Neusyr. Grammatik, the section
 "Ober Fremdwiorter im Neusyrischen," pp. 378-480.
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 dialect and serve as a positive demonstra-
 tion of the fact that this Urmia dialect

 must ultimately have been derived from
 the Aramaic dialect spoken in those early
 times in Mesopotamia.12

 When, furthermore, with the Muslim
 conquest in the seventh century, the
 Arabic language entered the field and be-
 came dominant, supplanting the Persian
 tongue, the Aramaic-speaking Christians,
 who for the most part were permitted to
 retain their religion and their language,
 found themselves subsequently under the
 practical necessity to speak in their daily
 life, beside their own Aramaic, the Arabic
 language as well. And as this condition
 continued for centuries (and continues in
 Iraq even today) it was a most natural
 process that an ever increasing number of
 Arabic words were adopted into the
 Aramaic speech of the Christians. There-
 fore many of the Arabic words found to-
 day in the neo-Aramaic dialect of Urmia
 must have been taken over directly from
 Arabic already during the early Arabic
 supremacy in Mesopotamia whence they
 were taken along by those groups of
 Christians who later on emigrated to
 Kurdistan and Persia.13

 In subsequent times, when the Chris-
 tians in Mesopotamia were often sorely
 harrassed by their Mohammedan over-

 lords, as for instance during the later
 Mongolian period and particularly during
 the merciless persecutions of Tamerlane,
 many of the Christians fled from before
 the enemy and sought refuge in the almost
 impenetrable mountain fastnesses of
 neighboring Kurdistan where they settled
 down among the wild Kurdish tribes. It
 was then the Kurdish language which in
 course of time made such substantial in-

 roads into the speech of the Christians
 who were living among them that, in the
 end, the Kurdish loan-words by far ex-
 ceeded the borrowings from any other
 language.

 But since this Kurdish language, itself
 an Iranian dialect, had in former times
 adopted a large stock of Persian and also
 of Arabic words, it so happened that, to-
 gether with the purely Kurdish words,
 still more Persian and Arabic words

 wandered through the medium of Kur-
 dish into the Aramaic language of those
 Christians living among the Kurds of the
 mountains.

 Inasmuch, however, as these mountain
 Nestorians, whose numbers increased in
 time by a steady influx from the Mesopo-
 tamian plain, had to live here also in
 perpetual enmity and frequent bloody
 feuds with the surrounding Kurds, they
 would always be looking for quarters more
 hospitable to live in. Thus in due time
 large numbers of them wandered eastward
 towards the Iranian plain and settled
 down as agricultural laborers in the sunny
 and bountiful region to the west of Lake
 Urmia. As they were permitted to live to-
 gether here in more or less compact groups
 they were able to preserve among them-
 selves their Aramaic speech which had
 come down to them in unbroken line

 from their early ancestors in the plains of
 Nineveh, although during its long history
 it had absorbed, in addition to the early

 12 TO give only one example: We have today in the
 Urmia dialect the very common adverbial particle
 ciita (then) which is undoubtedly the Greek EITa. It
 is perfectly clear that this word (and there are many
 more like it) must be a survival from a time when the
 Aramaic language must have been in close contact
 with the Greek language. And that can have been only
 in pre-Islamic times and in Mesopotamia.

 13 Such common words in the Urmia dialect as

 pd'ni (written pn'), with intransitive meaning =

 to perish"; trans. = "to massacre" (Arab. ,p); sa'lib = "to plunder" (Arab. ); g4'lib = to
 win (Arab. 9 C )- can only be considered as direct
 borrowings from Arabic and can only have been taken
 over from Arabic at a time before the Urmia and
 Kurdistan dialects had branched off from the Aramaic

 mother tongue in Mesopotamia.
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 Greek and Persian elements, a large num-
 ber of Arabic and Kurdish words to which

 now in their new home in Urmia were

 added more and more Turkish words.

 Such is the linguistic derivation of the
 Aramaic dialect of Urmia and the genetic
 process of the infiltration of so many
 foreign words into it.

 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON THE POEM

 In its metrical arrangement our poem
 is following old Syriac tradition. We have
 here stanza division, each stanza in this
 case having four lines and each line con-
 sisting uniformly of four metrical feet of
 two syllables each. The metrical accent
 rests invariably on the first syllable of each
 foot, thus (reading from right to left)

 S/l I_1 /_ (_li . This metrical tone al- most always falls on the penult, as it is this
 syllable which regularly carries the tone
 in modern Syriac. Of course, the metrical
 tone may also fall on any monosyllable.

 In my transcribed text I have only
 marked the grammatical accent, which in
 by far most of the cases coincides with the
 metrical accent. Where the metrical ac-

 cent is different from the grammatical the
 former can easily be determined by simply
 accentuating the first syllable of the foot
 as indicated in the pattern above.

 In the transcription I have disregarded
 etymology and traditional modern Syriac
 orthography and have preferred to give
 as accurately as possible the present-day
 pronunciation of the Urmia dialect (which
 I speak as my mother's tongue). It is also
 to be noted:

 The aspirates of bg k p are marked in
 the transcription with a line underneath;
 d and t are never aspirated in Urmia.

 The letter g, when marked in the Syriac
 text with a wavy line above it (-), is
 transcribed with j and pronounced like
 English j in "jay."

 The letter k, when marked in the
 Syriac text with this sign (-), is tran-
 scribed with c and pronounced like Eng-
 lish ch in "church."

 In the transcription a little suspended
 i (i) represents the distinctly audible
 Syriac consonant yud.

 Diphthongs, occurring only in foreign
 words, are marked in this manner: aui as
 in "now"; ai as in "eye."

 All distinctly long vowels I have
 marked with a horizontal line above the

 respective vowel, leaving all other vowels
 unmarked. I have desisted from attempt-
 ing to indicate the quality of the vowels,
 being aware of the fact that any such
 attempt may be more confusing than
 helpful because the true sound-quality of
 a vowel (and also of some of the conso-
 nants) can be ascertained only through the
 actual hearing of the speech of the people.

 Finally, to facilitate better understand-
 ing of the exotic setting and context of the
 story, we must imagine ourselves in a
 Persian garden where a jolly company of
 young people have gathered and are
 sitting around while attendants are serv-
 ing dainties. But the company cannot
 begin with the repast until the customary
 Persian tea is served which is meanwhile

 being prepared by boys who are busily
 engaged with boiling water in the tea-
 kettle and seasoning the tea in the teapot.
 At this point, after an introductory
 stanza, the dramatic dialogue between the
 boys and the teakettle begins.
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 TEXT AND TRANSLITERATION OF THE POEM

 4' /

 C0AIDAN WYALI

 A durzisa qpal bit g
 S ,/ / ,

 lmmla dcaidan wditri yai;
 t I

 qa qaryaa bsir bit mali;

 mani '~ina an tre yi?

 Simsa r.qla, caidan malak?

 suq lbuhMi sangir lqalak. / /

 Sitaman rtihlak maptil IbiJak/

 Kle dasta, t/m j~ ./
 i hamun ulq/ lZ .

 listik~ni ulqandan meunm.

 ana daryan, a~htun stimun.

 / I

 tlan puqdmk hian, caidan,
 -blan lsupra brizan wqaidan;
 bdiprran zfrjam wkislan qandan.

 qa cai stya b'6rah 1midan.

 Qb h= :jrg~ , t0 q 2

 t.XSiA AACgx0 t \ n4

 ~~o~A lOc ?

 t~lp ~On9 4oI J?3lCr

 *~; oz L~t ft A

 ?~~~OA FP 4s~ tE~ lcl: t;

 :~~I ~ql ?~kO4l ?.Ac
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 / , , .

 Bildun hizir l'is'fikani, :4iA,0lA 59cV opopQ pq
 / I / I // f

 bstin tia yan ba dani. :J.3 15bl 4. i-  --

 Suprla mlii, ptia 'itau. :ocAIL  .i :?A .is . &.l t 6

 caidan, caipaz, drimuni ha tau. :0OA .. Ofly 944 Z

 I I

 //

 sat an kpinta sau :0- Ai

 sa.,o . ox.A
 Mal buharit duvan s1u11 , :&i \OOzl aAAI A1 . A 7
 I ,

 fillil min stiklni klii; :ASA nAt1 ,0 1

 / / I

 bhubba bsgna bdipno ruli . : ahx coZ0D. -2 00-.

 Z~ga .hiJya, bsdna wslama. " $1. Z- : " l-- Ro0 o. 8

 L. , ~ /~r Lf ~~L-

 teu iqurba, hacca J1qaz. : g 3501oe 2 ,

 budun hilmat bkulle sama. :-' q - o0-
 u1la satah byad buaani. : zomp ad ..s

 //
 Caipaz ?4area, sai q uota. : AAo~ . x :.bAy1 ,g1 * 9 bcai rangh na sai mt1 a. ! A. ~ J4. m O P.

 I I
 ' i'ta qati bud ha rsa ta, : a o.A4 / I 7
 I I t : dazyan mniyya bqa~irat hainta, :~. Ah.L'i: Z ,,n..
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 6iqli zirjam braba supra, ? z.O Ab9 gs . 10
 I / I.b pyihla raha dtit bi bsupra; :C0a t h.oO (.oAAydI

 ta laqma dpMy1 ubra! : Ido. zady A
 satai ca an w' ' bra. :akla hs Lo

 I I /I

 Qimli sirjam is1pra hdirri, : ALb. t5001 -;ilby Al .2 11

 I I r ' ,
 timm li, Iduktu dirri. :8b goMioiA AlanxoA
 r. I 1
 *'ita camoa bstikan virri, :I Abo AysA

 spal binrhi~1i wjins hudirri. :t~oqi 03.\C) A?i?Oi AAq&

 Bshbah 3a yaC~(Yak! :~~ Z..~A. ?~4A qzwcp *.A 12 I /

 q kibah a 1 a (va / r* 1

 aa mud hebri1i vva? :"ot (A h O f ..o . . 13 1- f
 bidunli "istikan qavva*. :"oa L gi p~Ol

 klitean qam mizraa dsavva, : .4 n p ,
 bdaryan hal dkieskun savva. :Az (10 b 1 '
 & /~ /v. -

 oayak mnatr yuli savan; : t . (A raQ..rObAf .sls
 I / I

 hala lU 1 mia tavan; : oA A n t eLtA ?Aqc
 I r l l a :
 mircamirc mpiltela gavan. qAC ?aN..! "i" 2f
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 Kuimn abiln, ha lspa n; : A tq :d4n! oo . 15
 lkan h wkda msupba qbillan: : Ao /J

 1baeqab dgrlbtsL 2.q~zna gr /

 kad pruql~slci bda addar h' :/9A o o

 1 his driscus willa welrval

 W / o r t w

 2am w The Boys "Te u hs ien o eaetl, ha s oig

 KAscend onto the t o h oice!
 ? I

 minnak h'urmat raba qbililan; , Aboc 41

 ha pu~ bB&~a/ div0ah z?Uan. :t(~o rOW a .CV

 TRANSLATION

 THE TEAKETTLE AND THE BOYS

 1 This discourse will well reveal

 The colloquy between a teakettle and two boys.
 The reader will be filled with astonishment.

 Who are those two boys?

 2 The Boys "The sun has risen; oh teakettle, what is doing?
 Ascend onto the stove, sound thy voice!
 And when thou hast boiled turn thy face (to us)!
 That we may drink our tea and go to play."

 3 The Teakettle "The whole company, come assemble!
 See my steam and hear my sound!
 Bring the tea-glasses and our sugar!
 I will pour and you may drink."

 4 Boys "As thou hast ordered we have done, oh teakettle!
 We have seated ourselves at the table, in order and
 as is our custom,

 At our side the tray and with us our sugar;
 In drinking tea we will enter a race."

 5 Teakettle "Get ready the tea-glasses,
 The butter, the cake, the cheese, well understood!
 Each one for himself may loud proclaim:
 'I will drink three or four of those (glasses).' "

 6 Boys "The table is set, the appetite is craving;
 We have not eaten, we all have not tasted anything.
 Oh teakettle, teapot! Pour in all you can!
 Our stomach is hungry and frightfully so."
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 7 Teakettle "From the stove here I descend,
 Above the glasses I hover;
 My companion the teapot I have called to me,
 In love and peace at its side I stand."

 8 Boys "Oh sweet pair, hail and welcome!
 Come near, still closer!
 Do your service in every respect!
 So we will eat and drink with pleasure."

 9 Teakettle "Oh teapot, my companion, thou first start
 And with colorful tea adorn the repast!
 Then make a sign to me
 That I may pour water with fervent zeal."

 10 Boys "Here comes the tray with great beauty;
 The spirit rejoices of those sitting at table.
 He may come forward whose turn is called!
 So we drink our tea and eat our food."

 11 Teakettle "The tray has risen and goes round the table.
 It has completed their round, has returned to its place.
 Then the spoon entered into the glass,
 Stirred it well and prepared it nicely."

 12 Boys "Bravo! How is thy tea so sweet!
 Come on, let us spread butter on the cake!
 Mayest thou fare well, none compares with thee!
 We hope thy provisions will never deplete."

 13 Teakettle "What kind of talk is this there?
 Instead of glasses use bowls!
 I am set for as many as seven (glasses for each);
 I will pour until your stomach is satisfied."

 14 Boys "Thy words renew our appetite,
 Thy tea is quenching our thirst,
 But our gusto is not abated yet;
 Smacking of lips has just started among us."

 15 Teakettle "Eat, eat, just cram it in!
 The butter and the cake clean off from the table!
 Now a dish of cheese pull over to you!
 And when you are finished, then go strolling about!"

 16 Boys "We have eaten and are filled, we are so pleased;
 Delight and pleasure we greatly derived;
 From thee great favor we have received;
 And now remain in peace, we do now go."
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 NOTES ON THE SYRIAC TEXT

 (S.=Syriac; P.=Persian; K.= Kurdish; T.=
 Turkish. The numbers refer to stanza and line.)

 CYi'dan ("teakettle") in the title, and later
 in the text caz'paz ("teapot"), are P. loanwords
 and are very commonly used in Syriac as well
 as also in K. and in T.

 1,1: A is a short form for the demonstr.

 pronoun d'ha, "this"; both forms stand for m.
 and f.

 1,2: ditr~', "of the two," has the gram-
 matical tone on the last syllable; the first
 syllable being a proclitic preposition cannot
 have the accent. But note that the metrical

 accent here must be put on the first syllable,
 contrary to grammar: dz'tre.

 1,3: qd, "for," is here nota accusativi, for
 which grammatically could just as well be
 substituted the preposition "1": lqarya'na.

 1,4: an is short form for &'ni', "those"; both
 forms stand for m. and f.

 2,1: ma'lak is an exclamation of wonder-
 ment. The letter yud here affixed to lak, and
 wherever in the following text it stands at the
 end of a fem. form, is nothing but an archaic
 graphic sign; it is, of course, never pronounced
 and could just as well be omitted everywhere.

 2,2: zdngir is imper, sing.: "sound!" and is
 derived from the P. and K. zang, "bell," with
 the afformative r.

 2,3: ba'lak, "your attention." This word is
 very common in mod. S. Cf. Biblical  ag in
 Dan. 6:15. For the rare occurrence of this
 often misunderstood word in Pal. Jew. Aram.

 see Lieberman's Greek in Jew. Pal., pp. 172 ff.

 2,4: td'lah (written orthographically tab1lah),
 "we play"; from the root td'bel, "to play."
 Noeldeke'4 wants to derive this word from a

 nonexistent root 9pe. Maclean (Grammar, p.
 132) lists various conjugational forms of our

 word and wants to derive it from the root b,.
 But I have my doubt about both of these
 derivations and would rather think that our
 word must ultimately be connected with Latin

 tabula, Greek rdpXa, Arabic .9o. Cf. Targum
 to Qoh. 7:5: N(q. pp.

 3,1 : ddsta, "a group," is P., K. and T.: ax&S.

 3,1: ta'mun jmz'mun are imper, forms,
 Peal, 2nd p. pl. of the two verbs a'ti, "to come"

 and jdimic, "to assemble" (Arab. C. ).
 Morphologically most peculiar is here the
 strange letter m which is inserted between the

 verbal root and the termination of all pl. im-
 peratives of the verbs N'' and y'9, in the pri-
 mary as well as also in the intensive and causa-

 tive stems. So we have from the root gd'li
 (gP) the following pl. imperatives: Peal:
 glU'mun, "reveal !"; Pael: ga'limun, "un-
 cover!;" Aphel: mdglimun, "cause to be re-
 vealed!" Noeldeke (Grammatik, p. 226) cannot
 explain this m and calls it "raitselhaft." Mac-
 lean does not attempt to explain it. But Franz

 Rosenthal15 has called attention to a highly
 plausible explanation of this interloping letter
 m, which was suggested in a Russian language
 article by N. W. Jusmanow, who sees in these
 imper. forms an analogy formation derived
 from the very frequent occurrence of the
 plural imperative of the verb qum, "to rise":
 qumun, "rise!" The suggestion is that this
 radical m in qumun may have been transferred
 to the other imperatives. I think that this sug-
 gested explanation of Jusmanow can be raised
 to a high degree of certainty by another
 parallel analogy formation which is today in
 the process of forming, but is not yet com-
 pleted. E.g., there is formed from the root

 yd'tib, "to sit," the regular imper. pl. ta'bun,
 "sit down!" But in careless colloquial speech
 you may often hear ta''mun, "be seated!" This
 m is, of course, nothing else but an intrusion of

 the m of qumun which tends to displace the b
 of t1'bun. This peculiar phenomenon seems to
 make it highly probable that the imper. of
 qi'mun has the force of intruding its m into
 other phonetically and idiomatically related
 expressions like the above t8'mun, jmi'mun,

 or lti'mun, "drink!," imr'mun, "listen!" etc.
 3,3: ma'mun, "bring!" Here again the in-

 truding m in the imper. pl. This memun is the
 pl. of the causative of the root d'ti, "to come."
 In all Aphel forms of this verb d'ti the middle
 radical t is usually retained in writing, but
 never pronounced in speaking. Thus we have:

 mdyyi (written myt), "he brings;" mdyya (wr.

 14 In his Grammatikl der Neusyr. Sprache, p. 235.
 't In his Aram. Forschung, etc., in the chapter

 dealing with "Das Neu-Ostaramtiische," p. 268, n. 5.
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 myty3), "she brings;" mdyyit (wr. mytt), "you
 (m.) bring;" mdyyat (wr. mytyt), "you (f.)
 bring," etc. Imper. sing. is mB (wr. myt),
 "bring!"; pl. m8mun (wr. mytmun or mymun).
 Partic. pass. is mft'ya (wr. muty), "brought"

 (m.); f. muys'ta (wr mutyt>).
 3,3: 'ist'i'kan, or without the prosthetic

 Aleph st4i'kan, "a tea-glass," is, of course, a
 recent Russian loanword.

 4,2: s(pra, "table-cloth on which food is
 served," Arab.-P.-K.

 4,2: br~'zan, "according to our order and
 habit;" re'za is K.

 4,3: The letter I in Ikis (= "with") is silent
 in colloquial speech.

 4,4: It&'ya is inf. of la'ti, "to drink."

 4,4: bo6'rah, "we will enter." The prefix b
 marks the future tense and is used colloquially
 for the full form bid or bit, which, in turn, is a

 contraction of the participle bd'ce and the con-
 junction d, "he wants that . . ." This b con-
 noting the future is prefixed to the participle
 active of any verb, e.g. bqa'til, "he will kill."
 The 65'rah is phonetic writing for an original
 cdblrah, "we enter." The vowel a followed by
 an aspirated b becomes the diphthong ai,

 which, in turn, becomes long 6: >6'rah.. 5,2: kdrra, "butter"; ka'da, a kind of Persian
 butter-cake. Both words are P. and K.-

 gubta, "cheese," with hard b; cf. O.S. guina.
 5,4: d&'ni is pl. of da'na, "a unit," P.
 6,1: iita, "appetite," Arabic, P., K. and T.
 6,2: ndcita^, with the Persian n privativum,

 "without appetite." This word has here the
 special meaning of "having not eaten," similar
 to bibl. Aram. nrc in Dan. 6:19.

 6,3: ta^i is "onset, charge"; in the following
 line we have ga" "fright." Both words are
 probably derived from Kurdish, but very
 commonly used in Syriac.

 6,4: ma'ri ga, "lord of fright," i.e. "full of
 fright." In this mari we have one of the few
 instances where mod. Syr. has preserved the
 construct state of the noun in genitival con-
 struction. Mod. Syr. (as in O.S. and all other
 old and new Aram. dialects) says: ma'ri beta,
 "landlord"; ma'ri h3'na, "intelligent"; md'ri
 yulpad'na, "learned," etc.16

 7,1: mcal is contraction of min cal.--di'van,
 "here I am," f.17

 8,1: z3'ga is Greek uvy6s.
 8,2: hacca is "some"; it is used as adj. and

 as adv. It is a contraction of an original .had kma.18
 8,3: hilmat, "service"; it is the Arab. bidmat.

 -sa'ma, "a share," is Arab. p, . 9,1: qdmta, "at first."
 9,2: tdmta has acquired in mod. Syr. the

 meaning of "breakfast."

 9,4: ha'mta is fem. of h.ima, "hot." It is a contraction of the old forms hamima, hamimta
 which latter are not used anymore. Cf. also
 ma~ira, md'rta for marira, marirta, "bitter";

 qara, qd'rta for qarira, qarirta, "cold," and many other similar words.
 10,1: zirjam, "tray"; it is P., K. and T.
 10,3: hubra, for an original mhubra. In

 Urmia the prefix m is always dropped. It is
 partic. pass. of the intensive stem (Pual); it is

 derived from Arab. .. It means "he who is addressed."

 10,4: dibra (with aspirated b) is "fare, sub-
 sistence." In mod. Syriac d&'bir (with hard b)
 means "to subsist, make a living."

 11,2: tummim~'li, "he finished them." This
 is a rather complicated grammatical formation
 consisting of a combination of the following
 three parts: tummim+a'&+leh. tummim is the
 absolute stem of the partic. pass. of the in-
 tensive stem of the verb tammem, "to finish";
 the emphatic state is tummimma. Then the a',
 here contracted to a long B and affixed to the
 participle form, is the pronominal suffix of 3rd

 person, pl. It is the same as the poss. pronoun
 affixed to the nomen; e.g. we have the form
 susa', with the tone on the last syllable
 (<susa <susashon), "their horse" and also
 "their horses." Finally the third part of our
 word, the leh>li, designates the agent by
 whom the action is performed. And so we

 16 Cf. Maclean's Grammar, p. 243.

 '? Ibid., p. 78; also Noeldeke's Grammatik, p. 162.
 18Noeldeke, in his Grammatik, p. 159, says of

 our word: "Das Wort ist seinem Ursprung nach sehr
 dunkel." Maclean, in his Grammar, p. 72, has a false
 derivation of our word. That hacca is dialectical for
 the compound bad kma' can be seen from the form
 of our word as it appears in the Tiari texts published
 by Lidzbarski in Neu-Aram. Handschriften, etc. I, 89,
 1. 15, where it appears under the form a jima', which is
 evidently a dialectical form for an original bad kma'.
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 have this cumbersome grammatical construc-
 tion: tummimB'li, which may be rendered liter-
 ally, "their being finished (was done) by him,"

 i.e. "he finished them."19
 11,3: cdcimca, "spoon," T. Di'ta is Greek erta.

 virri stands for cbir lah, "he entered in."

 11,4: burhibli, literally, "it was stirred by
 him," i.e. "he stirred it (the tea)." The verbal
 form is partic. pass. of the Parel verb bdrhid,
 root ba'hii, which simple stem, however, is
 not used in mod. Syr,; but cf. bdahSta in mod.

 Syr. and a r in Talmud, both words meaning
 "a ladle."

 11,4: jins means "genuine"; both this Engl.
 and also the Syriac word go back to Greek
 ,4uos. The mod. Syriac fins is taken from Arab
 Swhich latter, in turn, is a loanword
 from the O. S.

 12,1: bdbhah, a colloquial ejaculation denot-
 ing approbation.

 12,2: qg'mah, "let us rise!" Note here the
 well-known idiomatic use of the verb qum as
 an auxiliary, losing its independent meaning
 and serving only to qualify its following com-
 plement. Cf. the frequent occurrence of this
 auxiliary qum in the Greek Gospels (Luke
 1:39; 4:29, etc.).--q'mah 6dyyah, "let us
 smear (the butter)!" Ba'ce, O.S. &dc, "to smear,
 to plaster."

 12,3: bdsma ga'nak, "may your soul fare
 well!" This is a very commonly used compli-

 mentary expression, ga'na is P.-K. 1.. 12,3: hic lit td'yak, "none is ever your
 equal." hic is T. and nearly equivalent with
 English "ever." tai is T. for "bale" and has
 here the special meaning of "equal with,"
 which is an idiom taken from the fact that the

 two bales carried by a beast of burden on its
 two sides must be of equal weight.

 12,4: hbi', is "hope" and commonly used
 in mod. Syr. It is a K. loanword.

 13,1: mud, "what?" It is an abbreviation
 used for m'f'di' (=O.S. mahu den "what is

 this?"). The form mud is only used in conjunc-
 tion with a substantive. Avva, "that one," is an

 emphatic dem. pron., m. Fem. is dcyya.
 14,2: matraiyuli, "it is quenching it." The

 word has the tone on the antepenult. It is com-
 pounded of the three original parts: matruyi+
 uhi+leh. Matruyi (="to make wet"), drop-
 ping, as here, the final vowel when taking a
 suffix, is the inf. of the causative of the verb

 td'ri, "to become wet"; cf. O.S. trd' and Jew.

 Aram. 'n. As to the form of this inf. cf. Jew.
 Aram. D3d'fya, "to praise"; app'qa, "to expel."
 The second part of our compound is the long
 vowel u attached to the apocopated inf. form
 and stands for the pronominal poss. suffix uhi.
 The termination hi, being only an archaic
 graphic sign, is here, of course, omitted. This
 suffix here attached to the verb is a good ex-
 ample in mod. Syr. of the well-known Semitic
 idiom of the use of a proleptic pronoun in
 anticipation of a following noun: "the quench-
 ing of it," sc. "the thirst." Finally, the last part

 of our compound is the enclitic li which stands
 for the substantive verb >iili (< itli<O.S.
 itlleh) =- "he is." The full phrase in our text
 cd'yak matri'yuli ga'van cannot be rendered
 verbatim into English, but the sense is quite
 evident: "Your tea is quenching our thirst."

 14.3: ta^ is probably the P.-K. .Ul, "strength, energy"; see note on 6,3.
 14,4: mircamirc, with the tone on the last

 syllable, is onomatopoieton, with reduplication
 of the simple sound mirc which represents an
 imitation of the sound of the smacking of lips.

 15,1: ha is here numeral adverb and cor-
 responds to English "just."

 15,4: h5'8un, "go!" is imper. pl., from the
 root ra'hii. But note that the initial r, wher-
 ever it is vowelless, is silent in all forms of this

 verb: hzi'a, hi~ta, "gone"; ha'6a, h.a'ta, "the going"; hiblii, "I went," etc. But in writing
 the radical r is usually retained.

 35 HIGH STREET

 PHILADELPHIA 44, PA.
 19 Cf. Noeldeke, Grammatikc, p. 261, and Maclean,

 Grammar, pp. 135 if.
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